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The early-F star HD 67852 was used as a photometri omparison star with the T80.8 m automati photoeletri telesope (APT) at Fairborn Observatory1 in our programto follow brightness hanges in a large sample of solar-type stars (Baliunas et al. 1998;Henry 1999). It was reognized as a low-amplitude variable from 51 Str�omgren by obser-vations in the 2000{2001 observing season and plaed on the observing menu of the T30.40 m APT at Fairborn the next year to obtain additional Johnson BV measurements.Very little is known about HD 67852. Olsen (1979) estimated it to be either a reddenedAp star, a � Bootis star, or, less plausibly, a �eld horizontal branh star, based on itsStr�omgren indies. Gray (1989) obtained a spetrum and lassi�ed it as F0 Vn, notingthat it was broad-lined and possibly somewhat metal-weak. The Hipparos satellite made64 photometri measurements and found no variability (ESA 1997). The Hipparos meanV = 7:m72, B�V = 0:m245, and parallax of 0.00845 arseonds plae the star on the mainsequene near the middle of the Æ Suti instability strip. Gar��a-S�anhez et al. (2001)found HD 67852 to be one of 156 stars that have passed or will pass loser than �veparses to the Sun within �10 Myr of the present; their results show the star enounteredthe solar system about 4.3 Myr ago at a helioentri distane of 2.9 ps. By the Hipparosepoh, the star had moved out to a distane of 118 ps and ontinues to reede from theSun with a radial veloity of 26 � 7 km s�1 (Gar��a-S�anhez et al. 2001).In this paper, I analyze the �360 Johnson BV observations obtained with the T3 APTbetween 2001 September and 2002 May. The data aquisition, redution, and analysismethods, inorporating the method of Vanîek (1971), have been desribed in Henryet al. (2001). The photometri observations were made di�erentially with respet toHD 66950 (V = 6:m40, B � V = 1:m06, K0) as the omparison star and HD 65123 (V =6:m35, B � V = 0:m51, F6 V) as a hek star. The hek minus omparison (K � C)di�erential magnitudes were onstant to 0.006 and 0.007 mag (standard deviation) inB and V , respetively, whih is lose to the limit of preision for the T3 APT. Thevariable minus omparison (V � C) di�erential magnitudes had standard deviations of0.013 and 0.011 mag in B and V , respetively, indiating de�nite variability in HD 67852.The individual photometri observations are available on the Tennessee State UniversityAutomated Astronomy Group web site2.1For further information on Fairborn Observatory see http://www.fairobs.org.2See http://shwab.tsuniv.edu/papers/ibvs/hd67852/hd67852.html.
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An important feature of the Vanîek tehnique is its ability to �nd multiple periodswithout prewhitening. Power spetra of the (V �C) and (K�C) di�erential magnitudes inboth the B and V passbands were omputed with the Vanîek method over the frequenyrange 0.01{50 day�1, whih orresponds to the period range 0.02{100 days. No evidenefor periodi variability in the (K �C) observations was found, on�rming the suitabilityof the omparison and hek stars as photometri referenes. The results for the (V �C)observations in B are given in Figure 1, whih has been trunated at a frequeny of20 day�1 sine no variability at higher frequenies was found.

Figure 1. Power spetra of the HD 67852 Johnson B observations obtained with the T3 APT. The toppanel reveals the strongest frequeny at 11.3027 day�1. With that frequeny �xed, the power spetrumin the middle panel was omputed, revealing a seond frequeny at 10.3756 day�1. The power spetrumin the bottom panel was omputed with the �rst two frequenies �xed and reveals no additionalfrequenies.
Two frequenies were deteted, orresponding to periods of 0.088474 and 0.096380 days.The peak-to-peak amplitudes in B were 23.3 and 15.7 mag, respetively. As an be seenin the middle panel of Figure 1, the identi�ation of the seond frequeny is somewhatambiguous; it and its 1-day alias have similar redution fators. Therefore, it is possiblethat 11.377 day�1 is the orret seond frequeny. Essentially the same results wereobtained with the V dataset. The results are summarized in Table 1. The B=V amplituderatios for the two periods are 1.46 and 1.63, respetively. The times of minimum in thetwo passbands agree within their errors for both periods.
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Table 1. Photometri Analysis of HD 67852.Peak-to-PeakPhotometri Nobs Frequeny Period Amplitude TminBand (day�1) (days) (mmag) (HJD � 2; 450; 000)B 371 11.3027 0.088474 23.3 2,300.031�0.0003 � 0.000002 � 1.5 � 0.00110.3756 0.096380 15.7 2,300.081�0.0002 � 0.000002 � 1.7 � 0.002V 358 11.3028 0.088474 16.0 2,300.030�0.0002 � 0.000002 � 1.3 � 0.00110.3750 0.096386 9.6 2,300.082�0.0002 � 0.000002 � 1.5 � 0.002

The B observations are plotted in Figure 2, where they have been phased with the twoperiods and omputed times of minimum from Table 1. To render the low-amplitude vari-ability more evident, the observations in eah panel have been prewhitened to remove theother period. The photometri variations at both periods losely approximate sinusoids.

Figure 2. The Johnson B photometry phased with the two deteted periods and times of minimumfrom Table 1. The observations are phased with the 0.088474-day period in the top panel and with the0.096380-day period in the bottom panel. In eah ase, the data have been prewhitened to remove theother period.
The majority of known Æ Suti variables are Population I objets pulsating with lowamplitudes in nonradial p modes (Breger 2000). The atalog of Rodr��guez et al. (2000)shows that nearly 30% of the 636 known Æ Suti stars have amplitudes smaller than0.02 mag, whih implies that many more low-amplitude variables are yet to be disovered.The high-amplitude Æ Suti stars (HADS) and the Population II SX Phe subgroups have
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muh higher photometri amplitudes of 0.3 mag or more (Breger 2000). As seen inFigure 5 of Rodr��guez et al. (2000), the high-amplitude stars have low rotational veloities(v sin i < 20 km se�1), while the low-amplitude stars rotate muh more rapidly. HD 67852learly belongs to the more ommon low-amplitude, rapidly-rotating subgroup of Æ Sutivariables.Astronomy with automated telesopes at Tennessee State University is supportedthrough NASA grants NCC5-96 and NCC5-228 as well as NSF grant HRD-9706268.
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